A Revolutionizing New Concept for Multi-Register and Multi-Store Management
The BOT performs all types of imports and exports. Update a PLU price in your backroom system and the BOT can instantly communicate your change to an unlimited number of BreakPoint registers across the globe. Customer and Clerk information can also be transported instantly across your BOT network, permitting you to manage all your BreakPoint registers from a single point.

The BOT will execute reporting commands as fast as you submit them. Every report offered by BreakPoint may be requested for a single register, an entire store, or an entire group of stores with the click of your mouse. Forget about wasting your time phoning stores and waiting for faxes, you simply select the report and the registers you want polled and sit back and let the BOT do the work. The BOT works so quickly, you can poll and process your PLU movement on a constant cyclic basis, enabling perpetual inventory tracking for an unlimited number of remote sites.

The BOT will manage an unlimited number of BreakPoint ICD displays. Identify the new directory of graphic slides or movie clips you wish to have presented, and the BOT will ensure that it gets downloaded to all of your ICD terminals instantly. Maintaining an entire network of ICD displays has never been this easy.

And finally, the BOT is 100% self-maintaining through a unique process we call Cyclic-Redundant Communications Protocol (CRCP). Updates of register data can be sent down even if that register or even if the entire store server is down. The BOT maintains an automatic queue of downloaded data and keeps it available indefinitely so that lanes or entire servers will be instantly updated once they come back on-line. You will never again have to keep track of whether your registers are on-line or worry about how to get your lanes up-to-date after a service repair, as the BOT will manage that job for you automatically. You just perform your updates and never worry about another thing.

The BOT is revolutionizing the convenience and methodology of multi-store and multi-register management unlike anything that has ever existed before it.

The BreakPoint BOT.
We define the future of Grocery POS today.